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Introduction : 
walking towards COM

Windows purpose : moving integration between 
applicative functions to O.S. level 

it needs effective communication mechanisms 
between applications

clipboard

DDE

OLE

COM

1/2
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2/2
DLLs are a good starting point for modularity

problems :

physical location dependency 

version management
we need a better communication mechanism. An object-

based and synchronous client-server technology facilitates:
robustness 

physical location independency

splitting into components

Introduction : 
walking towards COM
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Introducing COM

component software architecture that allows   
applications and systems to be built from components 
supplied by different software vendors

supports : interoperability and reusability

benefits : maintainability and adaptability

however, in order to interact, components must adhere  
to a binary structure specified by Microsoft

COM : Component Object Model (1992)
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COM Terminology
Interface
a group of related functions that specifies a 
contract

Class

named, concrete implementation of one or more 
interfaces

Object

an instance of a COM class

Component

binary unit of code that creates COM objects
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COM Binary Standard

A standard way to :
lay out virtual function tables (vtables) in memory 
call functions through the vtables

any language that can call functions via pointers 
(C, C++, Small Talk, Ada, and even Basic) can be used
to write components that can  interoperate with 
other components written into the same binary 
standard
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Interface        1/3

collection of functions by which applications interact 
with each other and with the system

strongly typed contract between software  
components  to provide a small but useful set of 
semantically related operations (methods) : 
Component Object Design

definition of an expected behavior and expected 
responsabilities
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considered logically immutable
reason : removing the potential for version incompatibility
new functionality : can be exposed through a 
different interface

remember :

is not a class
is not a component object
denotes behavior only, not state
component objects can implement multiple interfaces
is  strongly typed

Interface           2/3
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Interface           3/3
identified by an IID
must derive from Iunknown :

one special interface to implement some 
essential functions: all component objects are 
required to implement it
three methods : 

QueryInterface allows clients to dynamically 
discover whether or not an interface is supported 
by a component object; if so, it returns an 
interface pointer from a component object

AddRef

Release

simple reference 
counting methods
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Component Object Library

A system component that provides the mechanics of 
COM:

provides the ability to make IUnknown calls across 
processes

launching components and establishing connections
between components
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Component
Object 
Library

Registration
DB

Application

CLSID

CLSID
DLL

.EXE

Creating a 
component object

CLSID
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COM server
In general :

some piece of code that implements some 
component object such that the Component 
Object Library and its services can run that code 
and have it create component objects

Three ways in which a client can access COM objects 
provided by a server:

In-Process Server

Local Object Proxy

Remote Object Proxy
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Cient 
Application

In-Process
Object

Local 
Object 
Proxy

Client 
Process

In-Process 
Server

Remote
Object 
Proxy

Stub

Local 
Object

Local Server Process

COM
Local 

Server
RPC

Remote Machine

Stub

COM

Remote
Object

Remote 
Server

Remote Server Process

RPC

COM
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COM object
In general :

some function that produces a defined output, given 
tah the input meets predefined parameters.

COM encapsulates the function, only giving the client 
of an object acces to the object interface(s). 

All COM objects :

are registered with a component database

have no identity
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Client 
Application

COM

Object

Server

1) Create 
Object

2) Locate 
Implementation

4) Call interface 
members

3) Get object 
interface pointer 
return to client

What happens when a client wishes to create and use a COM object?
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When an application uses a COM object:

2) calls CoCreateInstance (exported by COMPOBJ.DLL)  
passing the CLSID of the used object; 
CoCreateInstance :

uses the registry to discover which server implements 
the desidered class

asks the server to create an instance
receives from the server a pointer to the IUnknown 

interface

1) initializes the system : CoInitialize

3) uses IUnknown.QueryInterface to access the wanted 
interface
4) uses Addref and Release to manage the object lifecycle
5)  in the end calls CoUninitialize 
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COM Technologies

Interfaces and API functions that expose operating 
system services, as well as other mechanisms 
necessary for a distributed environment : 

Type Information
Structured Storage and Persistence
Monikers
Uniform Data Transfer
Connectable Objects
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Example :          
AMF Bowling Center System   1/6

In 1998 AMF Bowling rearchitected their international 
bowling center operations software using ActiveX 
controls and COM components.

the container supporting the AMF BOSS System, 
version 1.0 
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Example :          
AMF Bowling Center System  2/6

The AMF 
container
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Example :          
AMF Bowling Center System  3/6

Building blocks :

Microsoft ActiveX controls
implement user interface for each primary 
functional area

Component Object Model objects
used by the controls to perform  processing
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Example :          
AMF Bowling Center System  4/6

The container :

needs to know enough about any ActiveX control

offers its services via interfaces

communicates with each control by using an agreed upon 
COM interface

manages all ActiveX controls and their relationships 

supports add-in COM objects
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Example :   
AMF Bowling Center System  5/6

Architectural requirements :
ability for customers to upgrade their 
system
isolated development of new modules

Solution :

COM deployed in a traditional client/server 
environment
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Example :   
AMF Bowling Center System  6/6

CContainer

CCentralManageDlgbars

CCentralManageActiveXControls
CDynDlgbar

Creates/Destroys
Handles 
Messages for

Creates/Destroys uses

IManageDlgbars IManageActiveXControls

uses

Creates/Destroys

uses

Manages
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Introducing DCOM

DCOM  (1995) is a seamless evolution of COM 

you can take advantage of your existing investment in 
COM-based applications, components, tools and knowledge

An extension to COM that allows network-based
component interaction

COM : processes can run on the same machine but in 
different address spaces

DCOM extension : allows processes to be spread across a 
network
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DCOM Architecture

DCOM sits right in the middle of the components fo 
your application; it provides the invisible glue that 
ties things together.

COM
Object

Component

Security
Provider DCE RPC

Protocol Stack

Security
Provider DCE RPC

Protocol Stack

DCOM network-
protocol

COM
Object

Component
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Location Independence

details of deployment are not specified in the source 
code : DCOM completely hides the location of a 
component

in practice, however, applications need to consider the 
two primary constraints of a network connection:

bandwidth

latency

preferred transport protocol : UDP
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Connection Management
DCOM :

manages connections to components that are 
dedicated to a single client, as well as components 
that are shared by multiple clients, by mantaining a 
reference count on each component

uses an efficient pinging protocol to detect if clients 
are still active

takes advantage of Windows NT support for 
multiprocessing 
scalability
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Security by Configuration

1) DCOM obtains 
user name

2) Authenticate user

3) Is user 
in the list?

4) Fail or allow call
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Security on the Internet

DCOM uses the security framework provided by 
Windows NT , this supports multiple security 
providers including : 

Windows NT NTLM authentication protocol

the Kerberos Version 5 authentication protocol

distributed password authentication 

secure channel security services

a DCE-compliant security provider
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Weaknesses of COM/DCOM
COM/DCOM is hard to use
COM is not robust enough for enterprise 
deployments
Microsoft is walking to turn COM and the MTS into 

one programming model that will simplify the lives of 
developers building distributed, enterprise-wide COM 
applications

COM/DCOM are best supported on Windows 95 
and NT platforms
low cost development tools provide the ability to 

build and access COM components for Windows 
platforms, for other platforms the prices are 
considerably more expensive
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Comparison of 
DCOM, CORBA, RMI

Their main goal :
to provide an infrastructure to enable writing 
distributed applications with relative ease, 
although they do so in different ways

Java RMI comes from JavaSoft

CORBA is a specification resulting from OMG

DCOM comes from Microsoft
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Java RMI

Very easy to use
Remoteable interfaces have a special exception
Supports object-by-value
Versioning is built into serialization

Callbacks are blocked in synchronized methods

Not always intuitive

Not available to other languages

There are limited development tools 

Performance can be slow as you scale
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CORBA       1/2

Architecture for system composition
Has a standard terminology for concepts
Declarative interfaces separate the interface 
from the implementation
Provides mappings from IDL to C, C++, SmallTalk 
and Java
Supports :

evolvable and marshallable data
design portability
standard interoperability protocols

Scalable for large systems
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CORBA       2/2

No inheritance for Exceptions
Objects cannot support two versions of the same 
interface
IDL is not internationalized
Divergent security mechanisms (Kerberos, SSL)
Few advanced services
C++ mapping has complicated memory management 
rules
Limited developer tools (usually just an IDL 
compiler)
Limited concurrency model
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DCOM
Lots of tools, books and developers
Separates interface from implementation
Good integration of automation objects with 
VisualBasic and Java
Good set of compound document interfaces
Microsoft depends on it working

Minimal support on non-Microsoft platforms

Hard to keep registry consistent

Reference counting is a problem

Client has to choose the interaction model
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So, What Shall I Use?   1/2

Requirement : no recompilation moving applications 
to various platforms

the Java/CORBA solution may be more appropriate 
then COM

Requirement : interaction with DCOM objects

pure DCOM solution
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So, What Shall I Use?   2/2

Requirement : distributed application written entirely 
in Java

RMI for its ease of programming

Requirement: plug-in components created by third 
parties

components may be based around a DCOM or 
CORBA interface
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